Favorite Seller Marketplace Add-On v3.0.1
Favorite Seller Marketplace Add-On extension allows the customer to add their
favorite sellers. The buyer can see all the updates and the latest product added by the
seller. The Seller can also send an email to its followers.
Note: This module is an add-on of Webkul’s Marketplace Module. To use this module
you must have installed Webkul’s Marketplace first.

Features
The buyer can add their favorite Seller shop.
The customers can even receive notification messages, about new products.
The buyer can see all the updates and the latest products added by the seller.
Add a seller as favorite from seller’s – Profile, Collection, Product pages.
Sellers can see and delete their shop followers.
Sellers can send an email to their followers.
The sellers get a mail when any customer follows them.
The customers get an email when they follow a seller.
The customer receives an email notification when his favorite sellers add a new
product.

Configuration
After the successful installation, the admin will navigate through Stores>Configuration->Webkul->Marketplace Favourite Seller.
Here, the admin will select the default email templates that are used for sending the
emails for the various events within the module.
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The admin will –
Select the default template for sending the email tothe followers by the seller.
customer when a customer clicks on follow.
the seller when the customer clicks on follow.
the followers regarding the product.
Lastly, Save the configuration.

Work Flow
Buyer End :
The buyer can find My Favourite Seller tab under My Account. Here, the buyer can
see their favorite seller list, and buyer can delete a seller or visit the collection of their
Favourite seller.

Buyer can add their favorite seller from the :
1. Seller Profile Page – By clicking the Add as Favourite Seller link on the seller
profile page.
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2. Seller Collection Page – Hence, by clicking the Add as Favourite Seller link on
the seller collection page.

3. Product View Page.
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Thus, after the customer adds a seller as a favorite, an email for the same is sent to both
the seller and the customer.

Admin Seller Followers
Thus, the admin can view the list of followers corresponding to each seller in the
Manage seller section. For this admin needs to navigate- Marketplace Management
> Manage Seller.

Herein the admin needs to click on the View button to view the list of customers who
have selected a seller as favorite.
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Seller Receives an Email when a Customer follows the seller

The customers receive an email when they follow a seller
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Seller End :
Sellers can find their Shop Followers under Marketplace > Shop Followers.
However, the Sellers can delete their followers as well. Sellers can send an Email to
their followers.
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After clicking on Send Email to Followers below page will be open. Hence the Seller
can send an e-mail message to their followers.

Henceforth, sending in the email to the customers. Thus, the customers will receive an
email with the respective details put in by the seller.
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Additionally, when the seller adds a new product under their account panel. Thus, all
the customers who have added this seller as a favorite receive the updates for the new
products.
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So, that is all for the Favorite Seller Marketplace Add-On, still, have any issue feel
free to add a ticket and let us know your views to make the module better at
webkul.uvdesk.com
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